We introduce a space-improvement relation on programs which guarantees that whenever M is improved by N, replacement of M by N in a program can never lead to asymptotically worse space (heap or stack) behaviour, for a particular model of garbage collection. This study takes place in the context of a call-by-need programming language. For languages implemented using call-by-need, e.g, Haskell, space behaviour is notoriously di cult to predict and analyse, and even innocent-looking equivalences like x+y = y+x can change the asymptotic space requirements of some programs. Despite this, we establish a fairly rich collection of improvement laws, with the help of a context lemma for a ner-grained improvement relation. We brie y consider an application of the theory; we prove that inlining of a nelinear bindings (as introduced by a certain class of \used-once" type-systems) is work-and space-safe. We also show that certain weaker type systems for usage do not provide su cient conditions for space-safe inlining.
Introduction
The space-usage of lazy functional programs is perhaps the most thorny problem facing programmers using languages such as Haskell. Almost all programmers unable to predict or control the space behaviour of their lazy programs. Even the most advanced programmers, who are able to visualise the space use of their programs, complain that the \state-ofthe-art" compilers introduce space-leaks into programs that they believe ought to be space-e cient.
In recent years a successful line of research into proling tools for lazy functional languages RW93, RR96] has greatly improved a programmer's chances of locating sources of space leaks. But apart from a few highlevel operational semantics which claim to model space behaviour, to the best of our knowledge there have been no formal/theoretical/semantics-based approaches to reasoning about space behaviour of programs.
Rather than tackling the problem of determining the absolute space behaviour of a program, in this paper we study Chalmers University of Technology and G oteborg University, Sweden. fgustavss,daveg@cs.chalmers.se Draft of 2 July; submitted for review to HOOTS'99 notions of relative space e ciency. We pose the question: when it is space-safe to replace one program fragment by another? To this end we introduce a space-improvement relation on terms, which guarantees that whenever M is improved by N, replacement of M by N in a program can never lead to asymptotically worse space (heap or stack) behaviour, for a particular model of computation and garbage collection.
The fact that we only aim to prevent asymptotic worsening might seem rather weak. One reason is that we (wish to) work with high-level semantic models of space behaviour, so it is not meaningful for us to make stronger claims. Another reason is that asymptotic changes in space behaviour are not at all unusual. (We consider such an example below.)
Why is the space behaviour of lazy functional programs di cult to predict? One reason is of course that all memory management is automatic, coupled with the fact that the heap allocation rate of functional programs is very high; just about everything lives in the heap. A second reason is that the non-strict evaluation order that is required by the language speci cation means that computation-order bears no obvious relation to textual structure of code. The third, and perhaps most subtle reason is that all realistic implementations of lazy languages use a call-by-need. Call-by-need optimises call-by-name by ensuring that when evaluating a given function application, arguments are evaluated at most once. The e ect of sharing is to reduce { often dramatically { the time required to execute a program. But the e ect of this additional sharing on the space behaviour is to prolong the lifetime of data, and this is often at the cost of space.
As an illustration of some of these problems, consider one of the most innocent of the extensional equivalences that functional programming languages enjoy: x + y = y + x. Now consider the following Haskell program: to obtain 1, then y is evaluated, which involves constructing and traversing the entire list 1::n]. Fortunately, the cocktail of lazy evaluation, tail recursion and garbage collection guarantees that as this list is constructed and traversed it can also be garbage collected, and thus requiring only constant space. Now consider what happens when x + y is replaced by y + x. In this case the time complexity is the same, but now the space required is O(n). This is because when y builds and traverses the list 1::n], the elements cannot be garbage-collected because the whole list is still referenced by the variable x.
So we can conclude that replacing x + y by y + x can give an asymptotic change in space behaviour { i.e., there is no constant which bounds the potential worsening in space when this law is applied in an arbitrary context. So our theory of improvement will not relate this particular pair of terms.
But expressions that fall outside our improvement theory are easy to nd (see e.g., PJ87] for more tricky examples). Are there any improvements which are guaranteed to hold in absolutely any program context? In this article we show that there are indeed many valid space-improvement laws, and thus we lay the foundations for a theory of space behaviour of call-by-need programs.
The remainder of the article is organised as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 gives the syntax and operational semantics of our language. Section 4 denes what we mean by the space-use of programs, in terms of a de nition of garbage collection for abstract-machine congurations. We informally argue the ways in which this definition agrees with lower-level models, and mention a number of subtle choices and variations in actual implementation methods. Section 5 de nes the main improvement relation, weak improvement, and presents the basic laws and properties of this relation. Section 6 describes a ner-grained improvement relation, strong improvement, which is used to establish the weak improvement laws via a context lemma.
Section 7 considers an application of the theory; we prove that inlining of a ne-linear bindings (as introduced by a certain class of \used-once" type-systems) is work-and spacesafe. Section 8 concludes. 2 Related Work Improvement theory was originally developed in the callby-name setting San95, San91, San96] for the purpose of reasoning about running-times of programs. Moran and Sands MS99] developed a call-by-need time-improvement theory, together with a number of induction principles, and essentially all the laws that we prove here are also timeimprovements.
A number of operational semantics have been proposed which are intended to model the space requirements of callby-need programs. Launchbury suggested adding a garbage collection rule to his natural semantics Lau93]; instead, our notion of computation and memory usage is based on Sestoft's mark-1 abstract machine Ses97], which makes stackusage explicit (and thereby shortcuts some space-leaks and anomalies in Launchbury's proposal). Rose Ros96] uses a graph reduction model based on explicit substitutions in which the correct modelling of space is emphasised, and in BLR96] a sketch of the space-safety of aspects of the STGmachine implementation with respect to the model is given.
Morrisett and Harper MH98] use a similar style of abstract machine description to that used here in order to investigate the semantics of memory management in an MLlike language (see also MFH95]). They give abstract specications of garbage collection, and prove the correctness of a particular type-based collection scheme.
Operational Semantics
Our language is an untyped lambda calculus with recursive lets, structured data, case expressions, integers (ranged over by n and m) with addition and a zero test. We work with a restricted syntax in which arguments to functions (including constructors) are always variables: L; M; N ::= x j x:M j M x j cx j n j M + N j addnM j iszero M j let fx =Mg in N j case M of fcixi Nig
The syntactic restriction is now rather standard, following its use in core language of the Glasgow Haskell compiler, e.g., PJPS96, PJS98], and in Lau93, Ses97]. All constructors have a xed arity, and are assumed to be saturated. By cx we mean c x1 xn. The only values are lambda expressions and fully-applied constructors. Throughout, x; y; z, and w will range over variables, c over constructor names, and V and W over values ( x:M j cx j n). We will write let fx =Mg in N as a shorthand for let fx1 = M1; : : : ; xn = Mng in N where thex are distinct, the order of bindings is not syntactically signi cant, and thex are considered bound in N and theM (so our lets are recursive). Similarly we write case M of fcixi Nig for case M of fc1x1 N1j jcmxm Nmg: where eachxi is a vector of distinct variables, and the ci are distinct constructors. In addition, we will sometimes write alts as an abbreviation for case alternatives fcixi Nig.
The functions addn are included for convenience in the de nition of the abstract machine, and represent an intermediate step in the addition of n to a term.
The only kind of substitution that we consider is variable for variable, with ranging over such substitutions. The simultaneous substitution of one vector of variables for another will be written M ỹ =x], where thex are assumed to be distinct (but theỹ need not be).
The Abstract Machine
The semantics presented in this section is essentially Sestoft's \mark 1" abstract machine for laziness Ses97]. Transitions are over con gurations consisting of a heap, containing bindings, the expression currently being evaluated, and a stack. We write h ?; M; S i for the abstract machine conguration with heap ?, expression M, and stack S. A heap is a set of bindings; we denote the empty heap by ;, and the addition of a group of fresh bindingsx =M to a heap ? by juxtaposition: ?fx =Mg. The stack written b : S will denote the stack S with b pushed on the top. The empty stack is denoted by , and the concatenation of two stacks S and T by ST (where S is on top of T).
Stack elements are either: a reduction context, or an update marker #x, indicating that the result of the current computation should be bound to the variable x in the heap. The reduction contexts on the stack are shallow contexts containing a single hole in a \reduction" position -i.e. in a position where the current computation is being performed. For sets of variables P and Q we will write P Q to mean that P and Q are disjoint, i.e., P \ Q = ;. The free variables of a term M will be denoted FV(M); for a vector of termsM, we will write FV(M).
The abstract machine semantics is presented in gure 1; we implicitly restrict the de nition to well-formed closed con gurations.
The rst group of rules are the standard call-by-need rules. Rules (Lookup) and (Update) concern evaluation of variables. To begin evaluation of x, we remove the binding x = M from the heap and start evaluating M, with x, marked for update, pushed onto the stack. Rule (Update) applies when this evaluation is nished, and we may update the heap with the new binding for x. Rule (Letrec) adds a set of bindings to the heap. The side condition ensures that no inadvertent name capture occurs, and can always be satis ed by a local -conversion.
The basic computation rules are captured by the (Push) and (Reduce) rules schemas. The rule (Push) allows us to get to the heart of the evaluation by \unwinding" a shallow reduction context. When the term to be evaluated is a value and there is a reduction context on the stack, the (Reduce) rule is applied.
Space Use and Garbage Collection
A desired property of our model of space-use is that it is true to actual implementations. Unfortunately, di erent abstract machines and garbage collection strategies di er in their asymptotic space behaviour. Consider for example an application of the function f = x:let y = f y in y using some of the main Haskell implementations. 2 This runs in constant space under HUGS'98 and GHC 4.01, but runs out of stack in hbc 0.9999.5a, and in some older versions of GHC. Given the di erent space behaviours of di erent implementations there is no hope that we can construct a theory which applies to all implementations. Although we will choose a particular model of space use we believe that most of the results and techniques developed in this paper can be adopted to any reasonable model. We will return to this subject shortly and discuss some of the subtle ways in which implementations di er.
Measuring space
In principle the heap and the stack can share the same memory, and thus a program transformation which trades heap for stack, or vice versa, should be perfectly ne. However, in practice most implementations allocate separate memory for the heap and the stack, and we would therefore like to reject such transformations. If a program transformation improves the maximum required stack and heap uses respectively, it can never worsen the maximum required total space used by more than a factor of two { but the converse is not necessarily true. Therefore we have decided to measure the heap and the stack separately.
We measure the heap space occupied by a con guration by counting the number of bindings in the heap and the number of update markers on the stack. We count update markers on the stack as also occupying heap space, since in a typical implementation an update marker refers to a socalled \blackhole closure" in the heap { a placeholder where the update eventually will take place. We will count every binding as occupying one unit of space. In practice the size of a binding varies since a binding is typically represented by a tag or a code pointer plus an environment with one entry for every free variable. However, the right hand side of every binding is always a (possibly renamed) subexpression of the original program (a property sometimes called semicompositionality 3 ), so counting a binding as one unit gives a measure which is within a constant factor (depending only on the program size) of the actual space used. We measure stack space by simply counting the number of elements on the stack, and so an update marker will be viewed as occupying both heap and stack space. In practice every element on the stack does not occupy the same amount of space, but again, semicompositionality of the abstract machine assures that our measure is within a program-size-dependent constant factor. We will write jh ?; M; S ij for the pair (h; s) where h and s is the amount of heap and stack respectively occupied by the the con guration.
Garbage collection
To reason about space use we must model garbage collection, which allows us to decrease the amount of space used by a con guration during a computation. Garbage collection is simply the removal of any number of bindings and update markers from the heap and the stack respectively, providing that the con guration remains closed.
De nition 4.1 (GC) Garbage collection can be applied to a closed con guration h?; M; S i to obtain h ? 0 ; M; S 0 i, written h ?; M; S imh? 0 ; M; S 0 i if and only if h ? 0 ; M; S 0 i is closed, and can be obtained from h ?; M; S i by removing zero or more bindings and update markers from the heap and the stack respectively. This is an accessibility-based de nition as found in e.g., the gc-reduction rule of MH98]. The removal of update-markers from the stack is not surprising given that they are viewed as the binding occurrences of the variables in question.
Evaluation in xed space
We are now ready to de ne what it means for a computation to be possible in certain xed amount of space. 
Some subtleties
Di erent implementations vary in their space behaviour in a number of rather subtle ways. We will discuss some of those points below and how they relate to our particular space model. The reader who is less interested in the details of memory management for lazy languages may safely skip this section.
Environment trimming Our abstract machine is based on substitution of variables for variables, but lower level abstract machines are usually based on environments Ses97].
To avoid space leaks in environment-based machines it is crucial to remove redundant bindings from environments on the stack. This is sometimes called environment trimming Ses97] or stack stubbing PJ92]. Some implementations do not properly trim environments and programs like f x y = case g x of ::: :::y::: can lead to space leaks when compiled with the nhc compiler, since a reference to x is kept on the stack during the evaluation of g x R oj95]. Our de nition of space is consistent with an environment machine which does perform environment trimming.
Blackholing In our abstract machine, the lookup rule removes the binding from the heap while it is being evaluated.
This corresponds to so called \black holing" in real implementations where the closure is overwritten with a special \black hole closure" without free variables PJ92]. In some early implementations the closure was instead left untouched in the heap RW93, Jon92] . This has the e ect that the garbage collector can not reclaim space that the free variables of the closure hangs on to.
Garbage collection of update markers In our model we allow for the garbage collection of update markers which allows an application of f f = x:let y = f y in y to run in constant space { as it does in HUGS'98 and GHC 4.01, but not in hbc 0.9999.5a, or in some older versions of GHC.
Avoiding value copying and shortcutting indirections When running let x = 1 + 2; y = id x in y + M in our abstract machine we will end up with both x and y bound to 3 in the heap. Some implementations would instead bind x to 3 and create an indirection y = x from y to x (or vice versa). If this is combined with a garbage collector which can shortcut indirections (by in this case replacing all occurrences of y with x and removing y = x) then space can be saved. This can only reduce the total space used by a constant factor, but it can have a quite dramatic effect in practice RW93]. However since our space model is only adequate up to constant factors anyway, this is not a serious drawback of our space model. For implementations that create indirections in this way it is important that the garbage collector can shortcut indirections. Otherwise not much would be gained, and in our example, the space for x cannot be reclaimed before y = x is reclaimed, thus possibly increasing the space used. Since our abstract machine do not create indirections we have not included shortcutting of indirections in our garbage collector. This has the e ect 
Weak Space Improvement
In the previous section we de ned a notion of space which we believe is realistic in the sense that an actual implementation (using our reasonably aggressive garbage collection) will require space within a constant factor of our abstract measure, where the constant depends on the size of the program to be executed. In this section we de ne space improvement within a constant factor { what we will simply refer to as Weak Improvement { which says that if M is improved by N, replacing M by N in any program context will never lead to more than a constant factor worsening in space behaviour, where the constant factor is independent of the context.
The starting point for an operational theory is usually an approximation and an equivalence de ned in terms of program contexts. Program contexts are usually introduced as \programs with holes", the intention being that an expression is to be \plugged into" all of the holes in the context. The central idea is that to compare the behaviour of two terms one should compare their behaviour in all program contexts.
We will use contexts such that holes may not occur in argument positions of an application or a constructor, for So M B N means that N never takes up more than a constant factor more space than M (but it might still use nonconstant factor less space). We write M CB N to mean that M B N and N B M. Proposition 5.1 (Precongruence) B is a precongruence { i.e., it is a transitive and re exive relation which is preserved by contexts. Proof. The proof of all but transitivity is immediate. Transitivity follows from the fact that the composition of any two linear functions is linear. 2 The improvement relations in this article also imply possibly improved termination properties, although this choice is not a particularly signi cant, and all laws, excepting those involving explicitly nonterminating terms, are also operational equivalences.
Weak Improvement Laws
Here we summarise a collection of laws for weak improvement. The laws are established using a strong version of improvement, and a context lemma that is described in the next section. The rst property is fundamental, and highlights the signi cance of free variables in this theory: where : is an in x cons constructor. It can be seen (we omit a formal proof, which would be somewhat tedious) that C M]
evaluates with some constant space, independent of k. This is because the list count k can be garbage collected as it is traversed. However C N] requires space proportional to k, since there is a (dead code) reference to x which prevents any of the list from being collected until it has been completely constructed. Since we can make k arbitrarily large we cannot have M B N.
2
The sketch proof above relies on unbounded integers. A similar example can be constructed using just a nite set of constructors and a logarithmic-space encoding of k.
In gure 2 we collect some weak improvement laws. Like any other contextual program ordering, it is not a recursively enumerable, so any such collection is inevitably somewhat ad hoc.
In presenting laws, we will follow two conventions. The rst is the standard free-variable convention Bar81] that all bound variables in the statement of a law are distinct, and that they are disjoint from the free variables. The second is that in any instance of a law, the free variable property is respected. When we state a cost-equivalence, it should be taken as a pair of improvement laws. For example, from the cost-equivalence law ( x:M) y CB M y = x ]
we can conclude that ( x:x) y CB y and ( x:3) y B 3, but not that 3 B ( x:3) y.
On divergent terms
There is no bottom element in the space-ordering relation. By Theorem 5.2, it follows that divergent terms containing di erent numbers of free variables are not cost equivalent { simply because when placed in a program context, their free variables can a ect the amount of garbage. Thus the more free variables a divergent term contains, the lower in the improvement ordering it sits.
Proposition 5.3 Let 1 and 2 denote an arbitrary terms which are operationally equivalent (with respect to observing termination behaviour) to the divergent term let x = x in x. Let X denote an arbitrary divergent term with FV( X) = X (such terms, by the above proposition, will all be cost equivalent).
Strong Improvement
The weak improvement laws are established with the use of a ner-grained notion of improvement which we call strong improvement. This section describes the properties of strong improvement.
De nition 6.1 (Strong improvement) We For strong improvement we have established a context lemma Mil77]: to prove that M is strongly improved by N, one only needs to compare their behaviour with respect to a much smaller set of contexts, namely the context which immediately need to evaluate their holes. property very easy to establish. The converse direction also holds within a constant factor (under the assumption that y occurs free in M y = x ]). The only di erence when going from the right-hand side to the left is that the left hand side will momentarily use up one stack unit more than the right-hand side.
In order to express the latter property using the more precise improvement theory, we need some space analogue of the time-tick from MS99]. In fact, we will use four kinds of \tick", two of which are minor language extensions.
The rst two devices, the stack spike and the heap spike, are (like the time-tick) representable in the language. The stack spike is de ned thus g M def = case true of ftrue Mg It has the short-lived e ect of increasing the stack usage by one unit, at the moment that M is about to be evaluated. The improvement above can now be made more precise by noting that: Now we come to two constructs which involve minor language extensions which a ect the de nition of space but do not otherwise change the de nition of evaluation. The rst is stack ballast, which corresponds to adding extra space to a stack-element. We now assume that every reduction context is labelled with a natural number, n R { which we call stack ballast. A ballast-free reduction context will now be taken as shorthand for a reduction context with ballast of 0. The following modi cations are made to the de nitions: Ballast is transparent from the point of view of the computation rules, so R V ] N =) n R V ] N; the stack consumption of a reduction context with ballast is given by: j n Rj = n + 1.
Thus ballast holds on to n additional units of stack space, for the length of time that the reduction context remains on the stack. Dually, heap ballast adds some n units of heap consumption to a binding. Heap ballast remains attached to the binding for its lifetime, but is otherwise transparent from the point of view of computation. When a binding is subject of evaluation, that is when there is an update marker for the binding on the stack the heap ballast attaches to the update marker and adds to the heap consumption of the marker.
The heap consumption of a binding with ballast: j n x = Mj = n + 1. The heap consumption of an update marker with ballast: j# n xj = n + 1.
The stack consumption of an update marker with ballast: j# n xj = 1.
With the help of ballasts we can increase the size of the stack and heap spikes. Of course, spikes and ballast have no intrinsic interest for programmers { they are a bookkeeping mechanism which we use to syntactically account for di erent types of space usage. The crucial property of stack and heap ballast, and the respective spikes is that they do not change space behaviour by more than a constant factor: Lemma 6.2 (Spike and Ballast Introduction)
4. let f l x = L;mỹ =Mg in N CB let f l+n x = L;mỹ = Mg in N The proof for ballast is straightforward, by showing that the largest ballast contained in a con guration can never increase during computation. The proof for heap and stack spikes is analogous to that for time ticks in MS99].
Although ballast is a seemingly small language extension we suspect that it is not a conservative extension with respect to the space improvement theory. Thus we cannot, a priori, expect that every law that holds in the language without ballast can be established via the language with ballasts.
Strong Improvement Laws
In gure 3 we have collected a number of laws for strong improvement. The laws are related to the laws for weak improvement by careful addition spikes and ballast to each side. The laws for weak improvement thus follows immediately by an appeal to the spike and ballast introduction. Proving these laws amounts to establishing the premise of the context lemma. For this we use the notion of uniform computation from San98a] which, with a very careful treatment of garbage, can be adapted to reasoning about space.
The
Strong improvement and induction principles
In this paper we have used strong improvement merely as a vehicle for establishing properties of weak improvement. Although it remains as future work, we believe that we can establish some principles, such as improvement induction San98b, MS99] , for reasoning about recursive functions. We believe that these induction principles would then have premises involving strong improvement (rather than weak improvement). If so, the rôle of strong improvement would go beyond the present and would involve equational reasoning about terms with spikes and ballast. The fact that we have established a rich spike and ballast algebra (given in gure 4) which permits spikes to be introduced, moved and eliminated suggests that such equational reasoning is possible.
7 Work and Space-Safe Inlining
In this section we brie y consider an application of the theory to the problem determining when it is safe to inline a de nition. Inlining is a standard compiler optimization, but one which is potentially dangerous in the context of a lazy language. The improvement relation guarantees in a certain sense that a local transformation is spacesafe. As we have seen from the preceding sections, inlining of values is space safe, since from weak-value-have that can sometimes be very worthwhile PJS98]. In more advanced transformations such as higher-order deforestation Wad90, Mar95] it is crucial. However, as is well-known, the transformation risks duplicating computation, and this can lead to an asymptotically worse program { in both space and time. The time issue is discussed in PJS98], where they illustrate that the naive \solution" of ensuring that there is only one syntactic occurrence of x does not guarantee worksafe inlining.
A number of researchers have sought to nd criteria for when such transformations are work-safe, based on linear type systems and notions of \used at most once" TWM95, Gus98, WJ99, Gus99]. Despite the fact that Turner et al discuss inlining of \used-one" bindings in some detail, as far as we are aware, it remains an open problem to actually prove that these criteria actually do guarantee work-safety. Another question (one which to our knowledge has not even been posed) is whether the \used at most once" criteria might also guarantee space safety.
In the remainder of this section we outline answers to these questions. One problem is that time and space safety do not go hand in hand. Sometimes inlining can lead to Weak Improvement Laws in head x + traverse x + ( z:1) y where count is the function from Section 5 which produces the list of integers counting down from its argument to zero. The inlining above is work-safe but not space safe: the left hand side can run in constant space but the right hand side requires heap space proportional to k. This example is enough to show that the \used at most once" criteria alone is not enough to guarantee space safety (although it does, as expected, guarantee work-safety).
In the remainder of this section we will strengthen the use-once criteria so that it is enough to guarantee both work and space safety, and outline our approach to establishing these results.
The program analysis by Gustavsson Gus98, Gus99] has already been proven to satisfy the stronger criteria and we believe that the analyses by Turner 
A ne-linear bindings
Our approach is to extend the language with a ne-linear \use-once" bindings, equipped with a direct operational interpretation. Such a binding will be written x = M and we will writeM for the term obtained by removing the linear annotations from bindings in M. Linear bindings are transparent to all computation rules except Lookup. We now have two lookup rules, one for ordinary bindings, and one for linear bindings: h ?fx = Mg; x; S i ! h?; M; #x : S i (Lookup) h ?fx = Mg; x; S i ! h?; M; S i if x 6 2 FV(?; M; S) (Lookup-) The rule for linear bindings looks up the binding without pushing an update marker. Without the side condition x 6 2 FV(?; M; S) this could lead to an open con guration, which in a lower-level implementation would correspond to the creation of a dangling pointer { something which could crash an unwary garbage collector. The side condition prevents such a situation, and instead the computation gets stuck. Note then that with this semantics the computation may get stuck due to a linear binding even though the binding is not used more than once. For example, let fx = 1 + 2g in x + ( y:1) x gets stuck since when x is going to be used there is a remaining (semantically dead) occurrence of x in ( y:1) x. If a term do not get stuck due to a linear binding then its time and space behaviour is closely coupled to the term obtained by removing the linear annotations. The proof is straightforward since the computations are lockstep, and whenever the computation of M applies a linear-lookup step, the fact that M does not become stuck implies that in the corresponding lookup step inM, the update marker can be immediately garbage collected.
Inlining linear bindings
This crucial strengthening of the \used at most once" criteria will allow us to establish space safety. We have the The reason that we include the time-improvement law here is that once we add linear bindings to the language, even the time-improvement theory must be free-variable aware, and thus the proofs for space and time become very closely related. The theorem is proved in a manner similar to the value-, and does not present any particular di culties.
It is easy to show that adding linear bindings to the language is not a conservative extension and thus the space improvement laws from section 5 and 6 do not, a priori, hold in the extended language. However, in anticipation of this application, we have established all the laws in the language with both linear bindings and ballast. This allows us to reason about the space safety of transformations entirely in the language with linear bindings. For the same reason the time improvement laws of MS99] do not, a priori, hold. We have not yet determined which of the time-improvement laws carry over, but we believe that those which are space improvements will be time improvements in the extended language. The intuition behind this is again that both space and (our form of) linear bindings are sensitive to free variables.
Work and Space-Safety of Linear Type Systems
It is perhaps not immediately apparent how the untyped notion of linear binding and Theorem 7.2 can be used to argue the work and space safety of linear type systems. Linear type systems are global program analyses; they can take the context in which a term occurs into account. Not surprisingly the established results for these type systems involve the whole program. Proposition 7.3 If P is a program (a closed term with no linear bindings) and P 0 is obtained from P by replacing bindings with linear bindings whenever one of the linear type systems of TWM95, Gus98, Gus99, WJ99] claims the variable has linear type, then P+ =) P 0 + The proof of this claim is essentially the subject reduction property of the respective type systems, which implies that well-typed programs cannot become stuck due to the conguration becoming open. The latter point is only proved explicitly in Gus98, Gus99] . In TWM95] and WJ99] the result is established for the weaker notion of \used at most once" but we believe it is straightforward to strengthen their results.]
The property that we wish to prove is a similarly global property, rather than a context-insensitive improvement relation:
Theorem 7. rich operational theory for the space use of call-by-need programs, based on a space improvement ordering on programs. The theory allows one to argue that transforming a program fragment M into N is space safe in the sense that replacing M by N in any program can never lead to asymptotically worse space (heap or stack) behaviour.
As a rst application of the theory, we have proved that inlining of a ne-linear bindings (as introduced by a certain class of \used-once" type-systems) is work-and space-safe.
A key problem which remains to be solved is to establish some principles for reasoning about recursive functions. We have brie y considered whether we can establish the improvement theorem or improvement induction and we have good reasons to believe that it should be possible.
Another item on our work list is to add lazy patterns and strict lets to our language since these features seem to be crucial when de ning space e cient versions of some functions.
